Evan Vetere
110 SACKETT ST NO. 3  BROOKLYN 11231
917 847 2846
ecv@sine.com

Profile

Internet systems professional with extensive experience in architecture, construction, scaling, diagnosis, repair, and articulation of customer & proprietary infrastructure for a major ISP. Seeking a senior position which offers an opportunity to influence the technical architecture of a major New York media property.

Experience

SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR, VOXEL, NYC, 2007-PRESENT

Senior sysadmin. Final point of escalation for all internal operations and customer support requests in the Americas. Voxel is a New York and Singapore ISP, hosting such high-traffic sites as Heavy, the New York Observer, Urban Dictionary, Rachael Ray, and Perez Hilton. Responsibilities include:

• Architecture and construction of large Linux and FreeBSD clusters of primarily open-source software, to serve specific client purposes in a sustainable, scalable, supportable manner. (Transcoding farm for major Internet radio station; Icecast and Wowza streaming-media content-distribution networks; database farms for Turkish and Indian social-networking sites.)

• Implement new customer systems on Voxel's network; ensure future scalability of arbitrary component parts via task-separation, change-control, and user management; design and implement 'best practices' on a per-customer basis. (sysctl, Apache performance tuning, OpenLDAP, subversion, MySQL replication, heartbeat, Foundry load-balancing, userland process auditing with strace, perl + bash)

• Responsible for definitive, rapid analysis and repair of escalated hazards and failures, and subsequent documentation of same, for quick reference by junior staff. Automate-away common tasks via perl and bash.

• Ongoing analysis of department's approach to incoming work. Mitigation of high-support-load services and customers via custom software and/or retraining of our staff; keeper of the signal to noise ratio. Continuously improve coordination among New York and Singapore administrators, ensuring that work is executed reliably and rapidly around the clock.

SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR, J.CREW, NYC, 2006-2007

One of two Unix admins supporting a Sun Java-based commercial storefront. Brought on to assist 20-strong MCSE department. Responsibilities included:

• Document the organically-evolved, six-year-old, principally Unix operations of a major retail commerce site. 

• Establish and regulate revision control practices, including migration from cvs to subversion. Audit the Java output of a panoply of ATG-specialist Java subcontractors. (Oracle SQL Server, SunOne, Tomcat, ATG Dynamo)

• Authored a site-management toolkit, enabling nontechnical site managers to perform various complex site-manipulation tasks commonly requested of the development staff; instructed a dozen administrators and developers in use thereof. (perl -MGetOpt::Long)

Bachelor of Arts in Political-Philosophy from Skidmore College, 2004
